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How both logical and emotional reasoning can help us live better in our post-truth world In a world where fake news stories change election
outcomes, has rationality become futile? In The Art of Logic in an Illogical World, Eugenia Cheng throws a lifeline to readers drowning in the
illogic of contemporary life. Cheng is a mathematician, so she knows how to make an airtight argument. But even for her, logic sometimes
falls prey to emotion, which is why she still fears flying and eats more cookies than she should. If a mathematician can't be logical, what are
we to do? In this book, Cheng reveals the inner workings and limitations of logic, and explains why alogic -- for example, emotion -- is vital to
how we think and communicate. Cheng shows us how to use logic and alogic together to navigate a world awash in bigotry, mansplaining,
and manipulative memes. Insightful, useful, and funny, this essential book is for anyone who wants to think more clearly.
"This hilarious sequel to Stuart's Cape is a witty chapter book about an eight-year-old worrier's first day of school. Our favorite worrier is back,
and Stuart is about to start third grade. As he makes his way to the first day of school, wearing the worst outfit ever, what could a first-rate
worrier do but worry? Stuart worries about getting stuck in the boys' bathroom and about not having anything to show for show-and-tell, but
most of all, about not making any friends. With his cape, though, Stuart is bound to have a day full of wacky adventures."
An award-winning science writer introduces us to mathematics using the extraordinary equation that unites five of mathematics' most
important numbers Bertrand Russell wrote that mathematics can exalt "as surely as poetry." This is especially true of one equation: ei(pi) + 1
= 0, the brainchild of Leonhard Euler, the Mozart of mathematics. More than two centuries after Euler's death, it is still regarded as a
conceptual diamond of unsurpassed beauty. Called Euler's identity or God's equation, it includes just five numbers but represents an
astonishing revelation of hidden connections. It ties together everything from basic arithmetic to compound interest, the circumference of a
circle, trigonometry, calculus, and even infinity. In David Stipp's hands, Euler's identity formula becomes a contemplative stroll through the
glories of mathematics. The result is an ode to this magical field.
Python for Software Design is a concise introduction to software design using the Python programming language. The focus is on the
programming process, with special emphasis on debugging. The book includes a wide range of exercises, from short examples to substantial
projects, so that students have ample opportunity to practice each new concept.
"Code is the 21st century literacy and the need for people to speak the ABCs of Programming is imminent." --Linda Liukas Meet Ruby--a
small girl with a huge imagination. In Ruby's world anything is possible if you put your mind to it. When her dad asks her to find five hidden
gems Ruby is determined to solve the puzzle with the help of her new friends, including the Wise Snow Leopard, the Friendly Foxes, and the
Messy Robots. As Ruby stomps around her world kids will be introduced to the basic concepts behind coding and programming through
storytelling. Learn how to break big problems into small problems, repeat tasks, look for patterns, create step-by-step plans, and think outside
the box. With hands-on activities included in every chapter, future coders will be thrilled to put their own imaginations to work.
"What every leader needs to know about dignity and how to create a culture in which everyone thrives. This landmark book from an expert in
dignity studies explores the essential but under-recognized role of dignity as part of good leadership. Extending the reach of her awardwinning book Dignity: Its Essential Role in Resolving Conflict, Donna Hicks now contributes a specific, practical guide to achieving a culture of
dignity. Most people know very little about dignity, the author has found, and when leaders fail to respect the dignity of others, conflict and
distrust ensue. She highlights three components of leading with dignity: what one must know in order to honor dignity and avoid violating it;
what one must do to lead with dignity; and how one can create a culture of dignity in any organization, whether corporate, religious,
governmental, healthcare, or beyond. Brimming with key research findings, real-life case studies, and workable recommendations, this book
fills an important gap in our understanding of how best to be together in a conflict-ridden world."-Oggi, in un mondo dominato da meme, fake news, tweet di 140 caratteri, dibattiti televisivi in cui si impone chi grida più forte, quale spazio
resta per il ragionamento logico, la riflessione, la razionalità? La logica sembra ormai dominio esclusivo dei matematici, che la usano per
esplorare una realtà astratta e inaccessibile ai più. Ma è davvero così? Davvero non ci si può affidare a questo strumento fondamentale
dell’intelletto per navigare con sicurezza nel confuso mondo umano? In questo suo nuovo saggio Eugenia Cheng ci mostra che non è così,
che la logica può essere la base per discutere in maniera costruttiva di questioni assolutamente reali e scottanti, come la discriminazione
razziale, le molestie sessuali o l’assistenza sanitaria universale. Per farlo è necessario conoscere i rudimenti del ragionamento logico, ma
non basta: la logica rigorosa stabilisce solo ciò che è vero e ciò che non lo è all’interno di un sistema fondato su un insieme di assiomi,
distingue il bianco dal nero, non conosce quelle «zone grigie» che sono ovunque nella vita reale. Perché non sia divisiva, perché serva a
conciliare concezioni diverse invece che a estremizzare le contrapposizioni, la logica va sposata a quella dimensione umana imprescindibile
che è la sfera emotiva. Cheng ci spiega come il connubio tra logica ed emozioni possa renderci non semplicemente razionali (anche i
computer lo sono), ma capaci di quella razionalità intelligente che è forse la caratteristica più nobile della nostra natura di uomini.

Three Men in a Boat (To Say Nothing of the Dog),[Note 1] published in 1889,[1] is a humorous account by English writer Jerome
K. Jerome of a two-week boating holiday on the Thames from Kingston upon Thames to Oxford and back to Kingston. The book
was initially intended to be a serious travel guide,[2] with accounts of local history along the route, but the humorous elements took
over to the point where the serious and somewhat sentimental passages seem a distraction to the comic novel. One of the most
praised things about Three Men in a Boat is how undated it appears to modern readers - the jokes have been praised as fresh and
witty.
I read somewhere that the decision to emigrate comes from a need to breathe. The hope of a better life is stronger than any other
feeling. My mother decided it was better to know I was in danger far from her; but on the way to a different future, than to know I
was in danger near her; but stuck in the same old fear. At the age of ten, Enaiatollah Akbari was left alone to fend for himself. This
is the heartbreaking, unforgettable story of his journey from Afghanistan to Italy in an attempt to find a safe place to live.
In the realm of Gwildor, the Mistress of the Beasts is under a curse, and her ferocious Beasts are destroying the land. Tom vows
to break the spell, but when deadly Krabb ambushes his boat, it looks like the Quest may already be over... Don't miss HAWKITE,
ARROW OF THE AIR - ROKK THE WALKING MOUNTAIN - KOLDO THE ARCTIC WARRIOR - TREMA THE EARTH LORD AMICTUS THE BUG QUEEN
Massimo Montanari draws readers into the far-flung story of how local and global influences came to flavor Italian identity. The
fusion of ancient Roman cuisine—which consisted of bread, wine, and olives—with the barbarian diet—rooted in bread, milk, and
meat—first formed the basics of modern eating across Europe. From there, Montanari highlights the importance of the Italian city in
the development of gastronomic taste in the Middle Ages, the role of Arab traders in positioning the country as the supreme
producers of pasta, and the nation's healthful contribution of vegetables to the fifteenth-century European diet. Italy became a
receiving country with the discovery of the New World, absorbing corn, potatoes, and tomatoes into its national cuisine. As disaster
dispersed Italians in the nineteenth century, new immigrant stereotypes portraying Italians as "macaroni eaters" spread. However,
two world wars and globalization renewed the perception of Italy and its culture as unique in the world, and the production of food
constitutes an important part of that uniqueness.
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SHORTLISTED FOR THE 2017 ROYAL SOCIETY SCIENCE BOOK PRIZE Even small children know there are infinitely many
whole numbers - start counting and you'll never reach the end. But there are also infinitely many decimal numbers between zero
and one. Are these two types of infinity the same? Are they larger or smaller than each other? Can we even talk about 'larger' and
'smaller' when we talk about infinity? In Beyond Infinity, international maths sensation Eugenia Cheng reveals the inner workings
of infinity. What happens when a new guest arrives at your infinite hotel - but you already have an infinite number of guests? How
does infinity give Zeno's tortoise the edge in a paradoxical foot-race with Achilles? And can we really make an infinite number of
cookies from a finite amount of cookie dough? Wielding an armoury of inventive, intuitive metaphor, Cheng draws beginners and
enthusiasts alike into the heart of this mysterious, powerful concept to reveal fundamental truths about mathematics, all the way
from the infinitely large down to the infinitely small.
Already a bestseller in Italy and optioned for film, "Supernotes" is a novel based on the true story of Agent Kasper, one of the
many aliases of a top-level undercover spy who worked for both the American CIA and the Italian intelligence services. Agent
Kasper is a man with a staggering rEsumE a former police officer, a former airline pilot, a firearms expert, a highly accomplished
practitioner of several of the martial arts, and a secret agent par excellence. In the end, his competence is his undoing. While in
Phnom Penh, Kasper is approached by the CIA to track down the source of the so-called "supernotes" that are flooding Southeast
Asia, illegal U.S. banknotes counterfeited so perfectly as to be undetectable, even by sophisticated machines. With patience, skill,
and courage, Kasper discovers the explosive secret: a money-printing operation in North Korea. Kasper tells his handlers what
he's discovered, and a few days later a Cambodian associate calls him with a single, urgent message: "Leave town now!" But
before he can cross the Thai border, Kasper is arrested, apparently on CIA orders. As Kasper suffers through a brutal
incarceration, he tries to figure out why the two governments he so heroically served chose to abandon him.
Winner of the Whitbread Book of the Year 'Outstanding...a stunningly good read' Observer 'Mark Haddon's portrayal of an
emotionally dissociated mind is a superb achievement... Wise and bleakly funny' Ian McEwan The Curious Incident of the Dog in
the Night-Time is a murder mystery novel like no other. The detective, and narrator, is Christopher Boone. Christopher is fifteen
and has Asperger's Syndrome. He knows a very great deal about maths and very little about human beings. He loves lists,
patterns and the truth. He hates the colours yellow and brown and being touched. He has never gone further than the end of the
road on his own, but when he finds a neighbour's dog murdered he sets out on a terrifying journey which will turn his whole world
upside down.

"The French scholar, Maxime Rodinson's contributions are legendary, yet have only been seen in translation in Petits
Propos Culinaires. We include those already published there, together with the text of his longest paper, 'Recherches sur
les documents Arabes relatifs a la cuisine', translated by Barbara Yeomans. The American scholar Charles Perry has
been entertaining participants at the Oxford Symposium with regular gleanings from his researches into medieval Arab
cookery, and several of his papers are gathered here, together with a new study of fish recipes, and other items
previously published in PPC. Subjects include grain foods of the early Turks, rotted condiments, cooking pots, and Kitab
al-Tibakhah, a 15th-century cookery book. English study of the subject was first encouraged by Professor Arberry's
translation of the 13th-century cookery book Kitab al-Tabikh, published in 1939 in the periodical Islamic Culture."
Gill Burke is the toughest cop in New York, and he gets results. That is, until the mob decide he's too dangerous and pull
strings, seeing him dishonourably removed from the force. But Gill is still the only cop who knows how the mob operate,
and when their top people start to be put out of business - violently - Gill is persuaded by a DA, who's running scared, to
put his badge back on and find the killer. Gill's investigation has hardly begun when he becomes involved with Helen,
who is on the syndicate's payroll, and Helga, a Swedish blonde. But even with these diversions, Gill finds himself trapped
in a bloody vendetta, pitted against a faceless assassin whose aim is destruction ...
This Seventh Edition of the best-selling intermediate Italian text, DA CAPO, reviews and expands upon all aspects of
Italian grammar while providing authentic learning experiences (including new song and video activities) that provide
students with engaging ways to connect with Italians and Italian culture. Following the guidelines established by the
National Standards for Foreign Language Learning, DA CAPO develops Italian language proficiency through varied
features that accommodate a variety of teaching styles and goals. The Seventh Edition emphasizes a well-rounded
approach to intermediate Italian, focusing on balanced acquisition of the four language skills within an updated cultural
framework. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Möbius bagels, Euclid's flourless chocolate cake and apple pi - this is maths, but not as you know it. In How to Bake Pi,
mathematical crusader and star baker Eugenia Cheng has rustled up a batch of delicious culinary insights into everything
from simple numeracy to category theory ('the mathematics of mathematics'), via Fermat, Poincaré and Riemann. Maths
is much more than simultaneous equations and pr2 : it is an incredibly powerful tool for thinking about the world around
us. And once you learn how to think mathematically, you'll never think about anything - cakes, custard, bagels or
doughnuts; not to mention fruit crumble, kitchen clutter and Yorkshire puddings - the same way again. Stuffed with
moreish puzzles and topped with a generous dusting of wit and charm, How to Bake Pi is a foolproof recipe for a
mathematical feast. *Previously published under the title Cakes, Custard & Category Theory*
THE WITCHES, Roald Dahl's most scary story for children, in a large format, full colour paperback edition. With Quentin
Blake's brilliant line artwork in full colour, THE WITCHES is a must-have for children collecting all of the Roald Dahl in fullcolour format including CHARLIE AND THE CHOCOLATE FACTORY, FANTASTIC MR FOX, THE TWITS, GEORGE'S
MARVELLOUS MEDICINE, JAMES AND THE GIANT PEACH, ESIO TROT and THE MAGIC FINGER.
First published in Great Britain in 2015 under the title: The cabaret of plants: botany and the imagination.
«Un libro facile da leggere, come cucinare una torta». The Observer «Dalla crema pasticcera alla teoria delle categorie, la
matematica e la pasticceria non vi sembreranno più le stesse. Ma profondamente simili. Un banchetto goloso e brillante
su che cos’è la matematica». Ian Stewart Che cos’è la matematica e come funziona? Ha qualcosa a che fare con il
taglio di una torta? Eugenia Cheng, esuberante professoressa di Matematica Pura all’Università di Sheffield, in questo
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libro mette a disposizione la sua esperienza di docente per spiegarci la bellezza e la logica di questa disciplina,
impastandola – è proprio il caso di dirlo – con la sua forte passione per la cucina e in particolare per la pasticceria: così
come per cucinare un dolce è necessario conoscere gli ingredienti e il procedimento, per capire che cosa sia la
matematica e fare matematica sono necessari ingredienti – numeri, figure geometriche, operazioni – e capire in che cosa
consiste il metodo. Quello che ci spaventa di questa materia è l’astrazione, dunque la Cheng cerca di farci digerire i
concetti astratti attraverso l’analogia: attività semplici e quotidiane come cucinare, leggere un cartello stradale, correre
hanno molto in comune con numeri primi e dimostrazioni. Così passando da una crema pasticcera a un assioma, da una
torta allo zenzero alla teoria delle categorie questa straordinaria e appassionata cuoca/professoressa rende fragrante,
desiderabile e cremosa la temibile, spaventosa, algida matematica.
The Second Jungle Book is a sequel to The Jungle Book by Rudyard Kipling. First published in 1895, it features five
stories about Mowgli and three unrelated stories, all but one set in India, most of which Kipling wrote while living in
Vermont. All of the stories were previously published in magazines in 1894-5, often under different titles. The original
book is now worth $3.4 million.
Biscotti e radici quadrateLezioni di matematica e pasticceriaPonte alle Grazie
Cities worldwide are experiencing the failures of water privatisation. Unequal access, broken promises, environmental
hazards and scandalous profit margins are prompting municipalities to take back control of this essential service. Water
'remunicipalisation' is a new, exciting trend that this book explores at length. Case studies analyse the transition from
private to public water provision in Paris, Dar es Salaam, Buenos Aires and Hamilton, as well as look at a national-level
experiment in Malaysia. The journey toward better public water illustrates the benefits and challenges of municipal
ownership, while at the same time underlining the stranglehold of international finance institutions and the legacies of
corporate control. The book situates these developments within larger debates about 'alternatives to privatisation' and
draws lessons from these experiences for future action in favour of public services.
Without the use of higher mathematics, this classic demonstrates the application of probability to games of chance,
physics, reliability of witnesses, astronomy, insurance, democratic government, and many other areas.
Hailed as Italy’s The Fault in Our Stars, this Italian bestseller is now available for the first time in English. “I was born on
the first day of school, and I grew up and old in just two hundred days . . .” Sixteen-year-old Leo has a way with words,
but he doesn’t know it yet. He spends his time texting, polishing soccer maneuvers, and killing time with Niko and Silvia.
Until a new teacher arrives and challenges him to give voice to his dreams. And so Leo is inspired to win over the redhaired beauty Beatrice. She doesn’t know Leo exists, but he’s convinced that his dream will come true. When Leo lands
in the hospital and learns that Beatrice has been admitted too, his mission to be there for her will send him on a thrilling
but heartbreaking journey. He wants to help her but doesn’t know how—and his dream of love will force him to grow up
fast. Having already sold over a million copies, Alessandro D’Avenia’s debut novel is considered Italy’s The Fault in
Our Stars. Now available in English for the first time, this rich, funny, and heartwarming coming-of-age tale asks us to
explore the meaning—and the cost—of friendship, and shows us what happens when suffering bursts into the world of
teenagers and renders the world of adults speechless.
A story about a white seal named Kotick who learns how to get along in his Arctic environment during his herd's first
migration. For elementary grades.
Oggi non esiste ambito, dall’accademia alla politica alle aziende, in cui le posizioni di potere non siano prevalentemente
occupate dagli uomini. La nostra società sembra premiare caratteristiche considerate tipicamente maschili, come
l’indipendenza, la competitività e la fiducia in sé stessi, mentre spesso sminuisce quelle tipicamente femminili, come la
capacità di collaborare, comunicare e mettersi in discussione. Ma ha senso parlare di caratteristiche maschili e
femminili? Nel suo ultimo libro Eugenia Cheng, eclettica docente di matematica della School of the Art Institute of
Chicago, si avventura sul terreno insidioso e spesso confuso delle questioni di genere, illuminandole con gli strumenti
logici e razionali della matematica. Ispirandosi alla teoria delle categorie, che ha rivoluzionato la matematica spostando
l’attenzione dalle caratteristiche intrinseche degli oggetti alle relazioni tra essi, Cheng introduce una nuova terminologia
che scardina l’associazione spesso inconsapevole fra genere e tratti caratteriali, proponendo esempi che spaziano dal
sistema educativo a quello elettorale al mondo del lavoro. Un punto di vista originale su una questione cruciale del nostro
tempo, una lettura che ci proietta in una dimensione nuova, utopica eppure a portata di mano, in cui non conta più se si è
uomini o donne, ma c’è spazio per il successo e la felicità di tutti.
Find the clues and lift the flaps on this mathematical mystery! Join Molly as she ventures into a curious world where nothing is quite as it
seems. A trail of clues leads from scene to scene, presenting Molly with a number of challenges. But who is leaving the clues, and where will
they lead? This interactive mystery shows math isn't just about numbers--it's about imagination! An explorative and creative approach to the
world of mathematics.
"X and Y are desperate to bake infinite pie! With the help of quirky and uber-smart Aunt Z, X and Y will use math concepts to bake their way
to success!"-To speak of neuropsychology is to speak of one of the branches that has experienced the most growth in the past few years since it makes
use of the advances of not only psychology but also those of neuroscience. The field of neuropsychology embraces theoretical aspects as
well as those in practice regarding disorders and traumas. This is a field that is ever more in demand due to the great benefits that it offers to
patients. PUBLISHER: TEKTIME
A kitchen is no different from most science laboratories and cookery may properly be regarded as an experimental science. Food preparation
and cookery involve many processes which are well described by the physical sciences. Understanding the chemistry and physics of cooking
should lead to improvements in performance in the kitchen. For those of us who wish to know why certain recipes work and perhaps more
importantly why others fail, appreciating the underlying physical processes will inevitably help in unravelling the mysteries of the "art" of good
cooking. Strong praise from the reviewers - "Will be stimulating for amateur cooks with an interest in following recipes and understanding how
they work. They will find anecdotes and, sprinkled throughout the book, scientific points of information... The book is a pleasant read and is
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an invitation to become better acquainted with the science of cooking." - NATURE "This year, at last, we have a book which shows how a
practical understanding of physics and chemistry can improve culinary performance... [Barham] first explains, in a lucid non-textbooky way,
the principles behind taste, flavour and the main methods of food preparation, and then gives fool-proof basic recipes for dishes from roast
leg of lab to chocolate soufflé." - FINANCIAL TIMES WEEKEND "This book is full of interesting and relevant facts that clarify the techniques
of cooking that lead to the texture, taste and aroma of good cuisine. As a physicist the author introduces the importance of models in
preparing food, and their modification as a result of testing (tasting)."- THE PHYSICIST "Focuses quite specifically on the physics and food
chemistry of practical domestic cooking in terms of real recipes... Each chapter starts with an overview of the scientific issues relevant to that
food group, e.g. toughness of meat, thickening of sauces, collapse of sponge cakes and soufflés. This is followed by actual recipes, with the
purpose behind each ingredient and technique explained, and each recipe followed by a table describing some common problems, causes
and solutions. Each chapter then ends with suggested experiments to illustrate some of the scientific principles exploited in the chapter." FOOD & DRINK NEWSLETTER
Hailed by Terry Eagleton in "The Guardian" as "definitive," this is the only complete and authoritative edition of Antonio Gramsci's deeply
personal and vivid prison letters.
From an award-winning novelist, a stunning portrait of late Raj India—a sweeping saga and a love story set against a background of huge
political and cultural upheaval. YOU ASK FOR MY NAME, THE REAL ONE, AND I CANNOT TELL. IT IS NOT FOR LACK OF EFFORT. In
1930, a great ocean wave blots out a Bengali village, leaving only one survivor, a young girl. As a maidservant in a British boarding school,
Pom is renamed Sarah and discovers her gift for languages. Her private dreams almost die when she arrives in Kharagpur and is recruited
into a secretive, decadent world. Eventually, she lands in Calcutta, renames herself Kamala, and creates a new life rich in books and friends.
But although success and even love seem within reach, she remains trapped by what she is . . . and is not. As India struggles to throw off
imperial rule, Kamala uses her hard-won skills—for secrecy, languages, and reading the unspoken gestures of those around her—to fight for
her country’s freedom and her own happiness.
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